
THEME 10 TELEVISION AND SOCIAL MEDIA VOCABULARY WORKSHEET (UPLIFT) 

A. Match the TV programmes with the appropriate extract below. 

documentary / news / weather forecast / quiz show / carton / TV series / talk show / sports programme 

1. “Now, let’s continue with the last question of the night. You will have ten seconds to answer.” __________________ 

2. “The World Peace Commission has declared an international state of emergency.”  ___________________________ 

3. “Anatolian leopards like the regions close to water resources in the high parts of the mountains.” _______________ 

4. “Welcome to our show, Darrel Grant! Let’s start with your new album.” ___________________________ 

5. “London will be rainy until the next weekend.” ________________________________ 

6. “Wow, this is turning out to be an amazing game! The score is 2-1. ” ____________________________ 

B. Match the highlighted words/phrases to the definitions below. 

chit-chat / socialize / face to face / network / keep in contact / anonymous / overshare  

1. _____________________________: involving two people who are together in the same place 

2.  _____________________________: from or by someone who does not say or write their name 

3.______________________________ : conversation about things that are not important 

4. _____________________________ : to communicate with people regularly by speaking or writing to them 

5. _____________________________ : to spend time with people in a friendly way to enjoy yourself 

6. ______________________________: a group or system of people, workers, etc. that exchange information 

7. ______________________________: to share or reveal too much information 

C. Complete the text with the appropriate words/phrases below. One is extra. 

chit-chat / socialize / face to face / network / keep in contact / anonymous / overshare  

To me, social media has both good and bad sides. The good side is that you can _________________with many people, 

exchange opinions, or run your business. I really like social media because it lets me stay ________________and share 

posts without revealing my identity. The bad side is that _____________________ communication has become rare 

today. People send text messages to each other even when they sit at the same table. Friends _________________ 

through social media tools, and they take pictures of every moment. I wonder if there are some people who still go out 

and_______________________. I sometimes _________________ photos and videos, and it takes too much of my 

time. Believe it or not, I think people will have time management problems in the future. In my opinion, with its good 

and bad sides, social media will have a bigger place in our lives. 
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